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Journal 313 marks a personal milestone - 2 years in post and a complete
volume under my belt. Experience has not brought complacency and
Journal 313 comes as a folded A3 production, which involves a fixed size
of 24 pages and robs me of a degree of editorial freedom.  An additional
technical challenge was not particularly high on my Wish List at the
moment. Top of this would be a colour journal, but the cost is prohibitive.
The majority of your magnificent colour photographs appear on the
Wessex Web Site, but I lack leisure to produce two parallel Journals, so
the on-line publication must remain as a PDF of the printed version.
Simply printing colour photos as monochrome doesn’t work well; they
invariably need adjustment into greyscale images. 

2 years in makes a good moment to stand back and take a look at the
Journal. I inherited a healthy Journal from Jonathan Williams and before
that.....and before that...... the impression is one of continuity, and this
brings with it recognition that it is an honour to be editor and a
considerable responsibility. After a dozen Journals my main feeling is
relief that I haven’t let the club, and my predecessors, down too badly, or
set the bar to low for my successors. No chance of setting it too high;
almost every issue has contained an apology of some sort! Continuing
then, in this dishonorable tradition, another mea culpa for un-attributed
photographs, this time to “Darkplaces”, for his photos. from North Wales
on pages 209 and 210 in Journal 312. My memory is undoubtedly fallible,
but I cannot remember either Jonathan or Maurice having to apologise so
often (or ever!). I have, however, bitterly accurate memories of school
reports: “Could do better”. Truly the child is father to the man. 

If continuity were to be the theme of this Journal, then we have examples
close at hand. The publication of the “Swildons Book” has plainly not
halted further exploration there. The sad demise of Bat Products is
matched by the opening of Andy Sparrow’s emporium at Cheddar.  And
we know that the  sudden loss of John Maneely will not halt the
exploration of Wigmore, but more probably spur still greater efforts in his
memory.

Phil Hendy undertakes two additional extra-curricula tasks to his Librarian
duties. He produces the Index for each Volume of the Wessex Journal, and
he arranges for individual members’s Journals to be bound into Volumes.
These are no small impositions, and he would like someone else to
produce the Index to Volume 30 in due course. A volunteer would be very
welcome and Phil will pass on his expertise, tips and cheats for a small
bribe. 
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“Many of you will now be aware that after a brief struggle with Cancer, our “JRat” has sadly died. 

It matters not whether you knew Tony for twenty minutes,  twenty days or twenty years or more, all of us will miss him,

each in no small way. 

Many of you have joined the BEC having been proposed by him, or having dug in one or more of his numerous

excavations. What is clear is that we all benefitted in one way or another from his humour, his tenacity, his very spirit.

When in 2000 I had the honour to present him Honorary Life Membership of the BEC, I said that one day I felt

he would  be regarded almost as a second H.E. Balch. His tireless labours underground, his meticulous writing-up of finds

and his publications all bear evidence of this. I believe this is truer this sad day than it was those eight years ago. 

I have seldom known a many who had no malice in his soul. Rarely, if ever, did he indulge in any caving politics

or utter anything that was not in his own particular way reasoned and of pertinent value.

It is not only the BEC who have lost a good friend this day, but the whole of the British Caving world have lost a dear

and valued friend, a human dynamo of  Cave Exploration, Mine Exploration and Speleological knowledge rolled into

one small and kind man. 

Another star has died but Tony’s twinkle and humour will remain with us long after our own time has come. 

With great sorrow at the passing of a dear and loyal friend,”

Nigel Taylor, Hon. Sec. Bristol Exploration Club, 31 . August, 2008st

I am also indebted to Pete Glanville for permission to reproduce this appreciation of JRat as a caver.

“When Tony Jarratt (or JRat, as he was known), who has died of lung cancer aged 58, started caving on the Mendip hills

in Somerset more than 40 years ago, speleology acquired a true original.

Caves need patient, prolonged and determined excavation. Nothing deterred Tony, and his enthusiasm was

contagious. Over the years, his contribution to the discovery of the cave systems beneath the Mendips - and the mountains

of Sutherland in the Scottish Highlands - was immeasurable. He spent more than 11,000 hours underground and took part

in 500 trips, exploring caves in South Africa, Mexico, the US, south-east Asia, Australia, Europe and most recently the

longest systems in the Indian state of Meghalaya.

Tony moved with his family from Dudley, in the West Midlands, to the Bristol area in his early teens, and started

caving while at school. He worked for the Ordnance Survey before taking over the only caving equipment shop in the

south-west, Bat Products in Wells, from a fellow member of the Bristol Exploration Club. In 1977 (with Dave Irwin),

he wrote the Mendip cavers' bible, Mendip Underground, now in its fourth edition.

Tony lived only a few hundred yards from the village green in Priddy, Somerset, which lies over Swildon's Hole,

the longest cave in the Mendips. During the 2001 foot-and-mouth epidemic, when his plans to go exploring on farmland

were thwarted, Roger Dors, landlord of the Hunter's Lodge Inn, near Priddy, offered him the chance to dig a small hole

at the soakaway in the car park which took drainage from the pub and nearby road in heavy rain. The dig was a

considerable source of amusement to the caving fraternity, until Tony broke through into an ancient fossil cave passage

Tony Jarrat. The terminal nature of Tony’s illness was reported in Journal 312. Sadly he died at the end
of August. Although JRat was a member of the Wessex for some years, he was for many more, until his
untimely death, a BEC man, heart and soul. I am greatly indebted to Nigel Taylor for permission to
reproduce his Belfry Bulletin obituary.

John Maneely. It is sad to report that John Maneely died whilst diving in the Source du Doubs, France
on Sunday 28th September. John was a member of the Wessex and the CDG, and a major force in the
exploration of Wigmore Swallet. There are numerous appreciations and tributes to him on the ‘Web, but
an obituary will have to wait until Journal 314. We extend our condolences to his family.
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containing a magnificent array of stalactites, now known as the Hunter's Lodge Inn Sink. He continued digging with a

team of enthusiasts and was rewarded by the extraordinary find of Pleistocene bone deposits, including the remains of

reindeer dating back to the last ice age.

Shortly before his death, he was a leading member of the team that excavated a dry way into the Claonaite cave

system in Assynt in Sutherland, allowing a Scottish museum team to remove the bones of a bear from a passage which

had previously only been accessible to cave divers, and in the process discovering one of the largest cave chambers in

Scotland”.

Pete Glanville.  September, 2008

Wigmore Swallet.  Chris Jewell and Duncan Price have recently

made a significant discovery beyond Sump X.  The new passage,

The Generation Game (named to mark the divers’ age disparity)

heads back and connects with Young Bloods’ Inlet, thereby

making it possible to avoid diving Sump VII.  They are

speculating on the possibility of connecting this area to a surface

depression, identified as being almost overhead by a NHASA

radio-location team earlier this year.

Wessex Journal Volume 29 Members who wish their Journals

to be bound into a volume (29) should contact Phil Hendy, who

will undertake this. 

Goatchurch Cavern.  Precarious boulders were identified

shortly before the start of the Drainpipe.  Soon afterwards, they

mysteriously fell, and are now being cleared away.  Please take

care in this area..

Disclaimers.  The Club accepts no responsibility for vehicles

parked at Upper Pitts,or their contents.  Members using the

training tower also do so at their own risk.  Use by commercial

groups is not permitted.  Notices to this effect have been

displayed.

The Shed.  Thanks to Carmen for puting some shelving up in

the shed, and making it more tidy.  This does not mean it is now

a repository for more junk.

BEC BBQ   A successful evening was held at the Belfry on

August 16th, in spite of the heavy rain.  Tony Jarratt opened

their new extension, a speech was read out on his behalf and he

was presented with a stuffed hairless bat to adorn the premises.

Tony laid on a barrel for the occasion, and Snab sang to honour

Tony’s years of digging achievements. 

Swildon’s Hole Survey.  Two new versions of this survey are

now available from the Club.  The monochrome version costs £5

(no increase), and the colour version, with thumbnail photos of

the cave, is £8.  There will be a special offer at Hidden Earth of

£10 for both surveys.  This offer will extend to one month after

the publication date of this Journal.  Collection is recommended

from Upper Pitts, as posting in tubes will be expensive.

Who Was Aveline Anyway? 2nd Edition.  Now on sale from

Upper Pitts, at £10.  This edition updates the previous one, and

adds a lot more names and their origins to the list. It is also a far

higher quality production, so the standard of Wessex Cave Club

Publication is being well maintained. 

Maillons.  Following the loss of spreaders mentioned in the last

Journal, the loss of Maillons and spreaders continues.  The

tackle Officer has been authorised to purchase 20 more Maillons

for 2008/9.  When they are gone, they are gone.

Caving Shop.  Andy Sparrow has opened a caving shop in

October, at the junction of Union Street and Cliff Street in

Cheddar ( It's dead opposite the turning into Redcliffe Street,

Cheddar). We wish him every success and are grateful to Mark

Whyte for the following account and photographs.Twas a

wonderful night for opening the only store to visit on the

Mendips.

Misty and I arrived early afternoon to give a hand to Rachel and

the other volunteers helping to get the store ready and ease

Rachels troubled mind. Mr Sparrow was nowhere to be seen but

Jim Eyre.  We record with sadness the death of Jim Eyre, author, cartoonist, raconteur and hard man of Yorkshire

caving (though he would probably have denied this).
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we were told that he was extremely busy doing something

equally important.......

Things were painted, things were stuck, things were hung up

and things were just lobbed into the nearest corner where they

wouldn't be seen by the crowds that awaited.

Everyone worked like Trojans cleaning and displaying stuff and

trying to get the till and PDQ working. It generally went like

clockwork and we were finished just in time for Andy to turn up

to do an inspection!

There's plenty to see. Upstairs is the Warmbac room with

fleecies, oversuits and wetsuits. Also an artists gallery which will

be ever changing to tempt you with that perfect Christmas or

Birthday gift!

Downstairs there are lots of caving (and climbing) related

products including some beautiful books.

Also some gorgeous silver jewellery with a caving theme,

imported from Mexico. Quality stuff.

So the party then started with crowds of people. Almost

standing room only at one point! Andy and Rachel were the

perfect hosts, handing out some tasty tucker and cider!

So a great time was had by all.

Come along and give Andy and Rachel the support they need in

the early stages of their new venture. You will receive a warm

friendly welcome, a cuppa and possibly some biscuits too. It's a

fantastic shop with everything a caver or climber could want and

there’s a café nearby too! 

Caveclimb.com       Mendip House, Union Street, Cheddar

BS27 3NA. 

Opening hours are Mon - Fri 10-00 to 5-30 and weekends 9-00

to 5-30.

Smoke Alarms. It was recently discovered that both smoke

alarms in the main bunkroom have had their batteries removed,

making them inoperable.  Such practice is irresponsible and

illegal, and could have put lives at risk if we had had a fire.

Other recent losses include a large quantity of dessert and tea

spoons.

CHECC  Not quite “Club News”, but this year’s CHECC is

being held from  21- 23 November in Castleton., so probably a

good time to avoid Derbyshire caving. 

From the Cambrian Caving Council Newsletter July 2008

Little Neath.  Pollution has ceased, though cavers are asked to

keep a lookout for any recurrence.

Otter Hole.  A hosepipe has been fitted to the bath to aid

decontamination after trips.  After washing off, the pipe should

be laid in the stream, in a downstream direction.

Cwmystwyth Mines.  Access is still being negotiated.

Ogof Craig-a-Ffynnon.  Remedial work on fixed aids has been

completed, and access to the padlock from outside is easier.

Dan yr Ogof.  The slope up to Mud Hall from Boulder

Chamber has suffered extreme erosion recently.  Some of  the

rocks at the top are very unstable, and the handline tends to

come into contact with one particularly nasty one.  TAKE

CARE!

18 June - 17 July, 2008 Lot & Dordogne.  A month of cave diving, exploration and caving.
Participants: Rick Stanton, John Volanthen, John Maneely, Clive Westlake, Martyn Farr, Helen Rider, Steve McCabe, Trish, Pete

Mulholland, Tim Morgan, Gary Jones, Lucy, Phil and Liz, Andrew and Sue Ward, Colin Hayward, Marcus, Kathy and baby Crabbe,

Dave, Cedric Verdier. Nadir Lasson. Andre Grimal Swiss DIR diver Urs.Benz.

Incase anyone was wondering, this is what we were up to for a

month in France. A handful of Wessex (John Maneely, Clive,

Helen, Pete and myself) went on our usual summer pilgrimage

to the Lot for some unfinished business and had a wonderful

time. It had rained very heavily and persistently prior to our

arrival so a lot of dive sites were not looking their best and a few

projects of both mine and Rick's were washed out. Which is a

shame, as it means we will have to go back next year. But we
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more than made up for it in so many ways and dived some great

places and helped in some exploration. I had 26 cave dives, 4

caving trips and a days canoeing ! Despite catastrophic and

continuous gear failure, I only had one day off !  Everyone else

dived and caved until they were sick as well! A fantastic month

in a fantastic place with nothing but glorious 38° weather and

only one thunderstorm. Scooters got a good thrashing..... and

plenty to go back for next year!

The team participated in pushing the Marche Pied, a stunning

‘new’ site with some of the best and clearest underwater  

scenery that many of us had seen in the Lot. An attempt was

also made on la Carnière or Le Carrying. 

Caving trips included:

Gouffre du Briant, Perte de la Couze, la Carnière.  Diving trips

included: Marche Pied, la Dragonière, Gouffre de Saint Sauveur

, Fontaine de Truffe, Gouffre de Cabony, Ressel, Landeronse,

Cregols, Trou Madame, Doux du Coly, Saint Georges. 

Chris Grosart

Friday July 18 2008 Daren Cilau Gary, Andy, Steve, Fiona.

My 36 . Birthday,  at Hard Rock.  Had an excellent party atth

Hard Rock. Went in on Friday.... Wow, what a party!! We had

chicken curry and boy was it good. Saturday morning we set off

to  Borrowed Boots, then off to the Flyovers to take photos to

finish off the DVD. Then on to the Time Machine to take more

pictures. Then headed back for dinner and cake. Gary carried in

an amazing chocolate Birthday Cake and it made it all in one

piece which was iced at camp. Then we gorged on it.....all of it,

and it was the best cake ever!  Sunday we all headed out. Fiona

15 - 17 August 2008  Alum and Swinsto, Kgnome survival weekend. Dave Murphy.

Most of the decisions I have made in my life have been informed

ones, based on known elements and facts with little or no

impulse at all, I was always of the mindset that I should keep

myself out of the shit rather than have to be extricated from it.

So it was somewhat of a system shock when one hazy Thursday

night some three months ago, I found myself accepting an

invitation to what started off sounding like a trip of a lifetime

and in the days and weeks that followed ended up feeling like it

very well might be the final trip of my entire life.

It all started when Mark Helmore turned fifty, a

celebration which I sadly missed (This caused some

disapproval), plans were set in motion for a foray to the Diau in

France for a serious sounding trip that had various pleasant

adjectives associated with it such as "fun", "nice" or the more

comforting "deadly" and even "bloody hard" depending on who

you asked... and yes, I asked everyone, sometimes twice in an

effort to catch them out.

Two weeks on from my invite and I was already trying

to worm my way out of it, so much so that at the Mendip caving

weekend various kind souls were approaching me and assuring

me that I probably wouldn't die, you know who you are!. It was

decided at around this time that I would need some form of real

SRT training so as not to let everyone down and cause some

sort of international incident when (if) I ever made it to France.

Therefore it was decided that I should travel to Yorkshire and

learn what real SRT was all about, thus leaving me with one less

reason to try and drop out of the France trip and perhaps gain

some of the confidence I needed to pull it off. It must have done

the trick because I was no longer thinking about how to wrangle

out of France, all my mental faculties were now employed in

figuring out how to survive this one!

Yorkshire Kgnome Training.........The YSS hut was welcome

relief after a rather cramped journey in Mark's car, with Bean,

Les, Simon and myself all trying to fend off DVT and the

occasional spasmic cramp, even more welcome than the YSS

was the Helwith bridge next door. This setup raises the bar for

club huts in my opinion, having a pub within twenty metres is

clearly a plus and it's a wonder some of us got any caving done

at all.

I tried not to drink too much as the following morning we were

going to attempt a Diccan to Dolly tub exchange trip and as I

glanced out of the window I was greeted with the rather

sobering sight of rain falling across the courtyard.

Alum, Diccan and The Coffee Shop Incident.

When Bean volunteered to cook breakfast I am fairly sure he

didn't realise he was going to be judged like a contestant from

Master chef and so no sooner had he presented it to us than the

criticisms started flooding in thick and fast, bacon, sausage,

beans... nothing was right... Les started up with his tea snobbery

and it generally turned into a culinary witch hunt. I was

somewhat glad when we all finally piled into the car and headed

to a local tea shop to gauge the weather and have a refined cup

of tea.

As “Tea shoppes” go, this one was the embodiment of that all

too often imagined and very rarely encountered English

Emergence de las Dragonière.  Photo: Clive
Westlake
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stereotype, quaint tables, that sense of quintessential British

refinement, quiet well behaved children and jovially arranged

cakestands with all manner of homebaked fare, apart from the

rain this place was a truly picture perfect little tea shop. Which

made what happened next all the more horrific.

I so often hear from my compatriots, that caving is about stories,

and in my short time in caving I have heard many, sometimes

many times in the telling and yet there are rare occasions when

the telling of the story becomes a story in itself and so it was that

even as I write this I cast my mind back with somewhat shocked

disbelief and recall Simon telling us a story about his travels

abroad, involving someone driving a land rover through a river.

Whilst we sat around the table listening intently, I was aware

that there were other people listening also and so it was as much

a shock to them as it was to me when Simon reached the climax

of his story and raising his voice as all good story tellers do,

treated the Three Peaks coffee shop clientele to the unbelievable

"ALL OF THE WOMEN LINE UP ALONG THE BANK, I'M

GOING TO F&*K YOU ALL".

I can't really remember what happened next, I recall Mark hiding

his head in his hands as I myself attempted desperately to slide

off my chair and vanish under the table, a fearful mute silence

descended upon this quaint, picturesque corner of the Dales in

the aftermath of an incident that they will probably talk about for

weeks.

Fortunately I am fairly sure that they saw the funny side of it,

and they still sold me some Kendal mint cakes and told us that

it probably won't rain until later, no harm done then.

I believe Mark said that Simon wasn't coming again

Saturday August 16 2008  Diccan to Dolly tubs Les, Simon, Mark, Bean, Kgnowme

It hadn't escaped my attention that people have gotten into

serious trouble in this cave due to flooding and so I looked to

the greying skies with no small amount of dread as we kitted up,

only for it to turn into a near state of panic when the first drops

of rain began to fall. However I was somewhat reassured by the

advice that this was actually bright and sunny for Yorkshire and

the forecast was fine for the day. I try and exercise my own

judgement for any given situation, but being somewhat of a

rookie I often find caving to be an exercise in trust, therefore

today as with so many days in the past, I found myself trusting

the judgement of others who have done this trip countless times

in all manner of conditions and I just hoped that they weren't

having an off day.

We set off for the cave, with Les, Simon (now possibly

banned from all good Tea shops everywhere) and Myself

heading in via Diccan with Mark and Bean going in via Dolly

tubs, the plan was to meet and exchange at the bottom of Diccan

once we had determined that the streamway wasn't going to be

a threat.

All was well and soon we were trudging down the streamway

and fairly shortly were at the first pitch, Les was doing the

rigging and Simon was talking me through it and offering advice

and pointers on technique and how I could improve my setup.

I don't think I quite realised how big Diccan pot was,

I was more used to the 20 and 30 foot pitches that are typical of

the kind of caving I am used to in Mendip, and so when I began

the first abseil into a free hanging rebelay, I was vaguely aware

that I was slightly more than 20 foot up, which wasn't a

problem... yet.

Having Simon up above talking me through various

techniques was absolutely invaluable, and with every obstacle I

got past, I felt like I was improving, I'd never done a deviation

before and for some reason I recalled that people often struggle

with them. However I found the first one to be fairly easy and it

was only when I encountered the second deviation that I got

nervous.

I watched Les put his hood on and descend into the

roaring darkness, I remember fumbling around for my own and

putting it on, once I was ready I followed suit and began the

descent into the unknown and to what would be one of my most

memorable moments in SRT so far. I had descended no more

than a few metres before I became aware of a huge force of

water following me down the pitch, a welcome deviation pulled

me away from most of it, but it still wasn't enough. The noise

and force of the water was overwhelming and almost too much

to comprehend and I recall experiencing a huge surge of fear and

adrenaline as this great wall of water surged down behind me

like some unseen leviathan (I was too scared to turn round) and

so I gingerly descended, completely consumed by the spray,

which subsequently turned my STOP into a GO and so with

every bounce I was descending unwelcome amounts of rope.

Sometimes I bounced and didn't seem to go anywhere at all,

although the rope still went through the descender. I nearly lost

my nerve at one point and just locked my stop off, closed my

eyes and hung there, spinning around in the force that the water

was creating. Once the world had stopped bouncing I descended

what was actually only a few more metres until I reached the

floor at last, dazed and confused I stumbled over to where Les's

light was and sat there to try and reflect on whether I had really

just done all that.

After a couple more pitches of varying shapes and sizes

my confidence was at an all time high and fairly soon we had

met up with Bean and Mark at the bottom of the last pitch in

Diccan, and after a brief stop to exchange the usual banter and

insults we had parted ways for the second half of the trip.

Quite often I try and explain to my friends why I enjoy caving,

and sometimes I even have to try and explain it to myself, but

more often than not I find myself failing to make any kind of

impact and generally get greeted with accusations of being a

sadist and some kind of oddball for enjoying dark horrid holes

in the ground. At some point I stopped orating my experiences

to non cavers and generally now I just dodge the question with

the age old 'enough about me, what about you?' which let's face

it, is what most people prefer to talk about anyway. Some things

can't be described adequately enough to do them justice and this

is the predicament I face when I attempt to write about what

occurred next.

After we had parted ways with Bean and Mark, we

climbed our way along a few pots and began walking along a

passageway at which point Simon told me to take a look at the

floor, which I did, although I considered it a rather odd request.

After some more walking and staring at my boots I was told it

that I should look upwards which I also did, and I was greeted

with one of the most majestic and fantastic sights I have

witnessed in my short time caving.

Far above me in stark contrast to the grey skies and

rain of earlier, great sunbeams pierced through the darkness, like
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a celestial window far above me, it was a sight that I will never

forget and to be taken almost instantaneously from the wet and

dark sensory deprivation that is caving and thrown blinking and

squinting into a glorious cascade of scintillating light and verdant

scenery is an experience that surely can only be fathomable by

people who have done it and one that I will take to my grave.

So it was that we entered the vast and surreal Alum

pot, and it was only when I began what was perhaps the longest

prussik I have ever done, that I realised just how large it all was.

Such realisations are best left for when you aren't on a rope,

especially when you aren't good at prusikking and are also not

great at heights, and yet I couldn't help but look around me at

about 30 metres up and feel that I had a view that money simply

couldn't buy. Down below me was the cold darkness I had just

previously emerged from and above me was this glorious blazing

sun, like being suspended between heaven and hell. When I

finally got myself up on to the ledge, I laid in silence for a long

time and listened to the bird song that seemed to resonate

throughout the entire place, I'd conquered quite a few fears and

concerns to get to this point and this was my reward, something

you can't jump off a tour bus and tick off a list, nor was it a

place that a photo could really do justice, a kind of personal

experience that can be shared with like minded mates, maybe

that is what caving is?.

Soon we had climbed the greasy slab and were making our way

up the final pitches in the Dolly tubs, with one final look out into

the pot I made the final ascent and waited up top for Simon to

derig. Les went on ahead to help Mark and Bean, although they

clearly didn't need help because Bean turned up just as Simon

finished ascending the final pitch. No sooner has Simon got off

the rope then the most incredible noise greeted us, an absolute

assault of rumbling and crashing, as if a train had passed inches

away from us. We weren't sure what was going on and so we

made haste and got ourselves out. When we emerged topside we

were greeted by the most immense thunderstorm, it was

absolutely roaring down and a complete contrast to the glorious

sun we had witnessed within Alum mere minutes before. It was

as if it had given us it's best show whilst inside and upon leaving

demonstrated its worst, a stark and rapid contrast that I will not

forget in a hurry.

We'd timed it just right and as we trudged back in the

rain I knew that this would be one of the trips that I would

always remember.

That night in the pub I was somewhat horrified when upon

downing a celebratory beer as a mark of surviving the day I was

gifted with the knowledge that tomorrow was a Swinsto pull

through trip and I would almost certainly die, cue everyone in

the pub chanting 'Gnomie's gonna die, Gnomies gonna die' as

you can imagine I was somewhat nonplussed at this turn of

events and went back to the bunk and ate an entire pack of

pringles in the feverish manner of one who is condemned and no

longer concerned with calorific content.

Sunday August 17 2008 Swinsto Pull-through. Simon, Les,

Mark, Bean, Kgnowme

At some point in the night Bean rolled in completely

hammered and trampled around the hut kicking open doors in an

attempt to find the toilet, which I am told is a marked

improvement on previous years when the toilet didn't even get

a look in. It was shocking then, when a sober and alert looking

Bean woke me up to tell me he had already cooked breakfast

and I needed to get a move on, unable to fathom how someone

could make such a complete recovery I ate my breakfast in

silence, careful not to vomit this time, for fear of unending

pisstakes. In another room nearby I was vaguely aware of

someone chanting 'Gnomies gonna die'.

It was somewhat drizzling as we pulled up to the layby

at Swinsto, any doubts I had about going into this cave and

sitting on a ledge for twelve hours while we waited for the water

levels to drop were soon abated by the presence of a scout party

who were also going into the cave. Although it turned out they

weren't doing the same trip as me, which made me slightly

nervous again. Some helpful soul explained that the raging river

before me was usually quite dry, cheers!

After some rather unwelcome walking to the cave

entrance in full kit, I started to have my doubts about it all, as

the first thing I was faced with was a crawl in about a foot of

water, in fact it wasn't just the first thing i was faced with... it

was the next thing too and the thing after that and it went on and

bloody on for about fifteen minutes. It was all I could do to stay

calm as my cold calculating mind tried to work out optimum fill

times for small crawly passages in active inlets. I had no answers

and just as I was getting rather unhappy with the whole thing,

we reached the first pitch.

I was damn glad of some headroom, even if it was the

kind that required you to be suspended over a black hole on a

piece of binder twine (it turns out that some 9mil rope has been

sneaked into tackle bags for this trip, much to Les's displeasure)

and as soon as I was down the first pitch I was buzzing and

ready for more, soon we were dropping pitch after pitch and I

was really enjoying myself, all the while the water followed us

down, this felt very much like a more vertical and sporting

version of Swildons.

Soon we were at split pitch which was fantastic and

roaring wet, I descended the first half of the pitch which as its

name suggests splits into two, then I quickly crossed through

what was a roaring waterfall and carefully shuffled to the start

of the second half. Crossing the spray had sapped the life out of

me and caused me to stagger around like a drunken idiot which

was somewhat worrisome considering I was only in it for a

couple of seconds, a very stark reminder of how dangerous

prolonged exposure could be. The second half of the pitch was

a bigger descent and by now I was having a blast, I had totally

forgotten about the fact that I was going to die, or even that we

could all be in for a very long wait on a cold damp ledge while

the water levels subsided from a cloudburst that was clearly

occurring right at that moment, magic.

A few more fun pitches and a bit of crawling and we

had met up with the scouts again, who were slowly making their

way out, I believe the leader would have probably preferred to

have joined us on our trip rather than his (I know this because

he said as much). At the final climb out most people opted to

use the handy bit of rope the scouts had rigged on the way in (be

prepared, right?) and as I began to prussik out I was somewhat

busted as the troupe rounded the corner to find me rotating

slowly on their rope, some two or three metres above the

ground. I expect they were even more mystified when I asked

'Do you mind if I use your rope?' luckily they didn't or at least

pretended that they didn't and it turned out Simon had already

asked them earlier but chose not to tell me for some mileage.

When we emerged It was at the end of fantastic trip and a

triumph over nerves and lack of confidence, by the end of it I

was enjoying the heights, the SRT and didn't even mind the

crawling.
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As we drove home I reflected on what a fantastic trip it had

been, and how I had enjoyed caving in a multitude of different

ways, from the camaraderie to the shared appreciation of

fantastic surroundings, and also for the sport and the adrenalin,

it encompasses all of these experiences and countless others.

After coming to terms with the fact that I was alive, I realised

that in my old life I hadn't nearly used my credit cards enough,

a remedy I was going to put into action as soon as I got home.

Many thanks to Mark Helmore, Bean, Simon and Les for

putting on a trip to help me out, the YSS for having such a great

hut and the Helwith Bridge Inn for providing a damn good pint.

Vercors, August 25th-28th 2008  Menacer and Patrick’s Tales

We'd arrived late Friday afternoon, having successfully rv'd at

the airport to pick up the car. Patrick flying in from Liverpool

me from Bristol we landed within 20mins of each other. As we

entered the Vercors the skies darkened and the rain began,

followed by thunder, then lightning then more rain of monsoon

ferocity; not only did we still have to put up the tent, we needed

to first locate the tent from Ian, who was bringing it across from

matienzo!!!  But first I had to locate Tom and Sarah as they had

my caving kit.

Blessed with Good fortune we met Tom and Sarah and then Ian

(in a bar, more good fortune) then all headed to register with the

conference - easy peasy - next to meet the Wessex at the camp

site were we lodged the evening in Ian Timneys tent, sampling

the finest french red wines until the rain stopped.

Saturday morning early.  Trou Qui Souffle to Saint en Glace was

on the menu. by 0815 we were registered to do our trip by 11am

we were down the cave.

A slight deviation we thought we'd check out Puits Cigale, and

ignore the bit where it says go left before the pitch. Approx 50m

later we realised our error and had to prussik all the way back

up; that left hand turn we missed leads to Laminoire Bassine.

Fortunately we are still smiling. 

There is a snug fit squeeze in this area, unmentioned in the topo:

many unwary cavers had to turn around at this point; I merely

had to remove the camera from the front of my oversuit -  the

SRT kit stayed on. Meander Francois followed; muddy slippy

traversing with a smattering of descents that went on and on and

on and on. We'd caught up with a group of 6 singing Frenchies

at this point, by default they led the way out through the

toboggan route etc were it seems many other uk cavers got a

tadski lost. Many other groups were descending into the cave by

now so no more pics due to the excess steaminess.  Fab through

trip, and fun company with the group ahead of us.

Sunday we planned to do the Anciens to Christian Gattier

through trip.......Through trips being the theme of Patrick’s 2

day whistle-stop Vercors tour....

The Friday Monsoons had delayed the rigging of this through

trip until Sunday.  With the riggers booked in at 8am on the

Sunday morning we opted for a 10 am start which was delayed

till midday on the basis that lots of alcohol was probably

consumed on the first night of the conference.....not by us of

Trou qui Souffle, Laminoire Bassine.
 Photo: Carmen

Trou qui Souffle.  Photo: Pat Warren
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course but by the guys who were due to rig it.

So feeling rather smug that delaying our start time was probably

a good thing to do, we set trudging up, a most disagreeable, red

ski run which was supposed to be the area in which des anciens

could be found, armed with map and description, in the midday

sun.... Near the top of said red run we perchanced upon some

fellow speleologists......ah bonjour.....coment tally vue....an all

that stuff. More Franglais ensues, whereupon we discover that

they too are doing the Anciens to Christian Gattier through trip -

only trouble is that they are the rigging team, and they want to

know if WE know where the cave is!!!!!!  So we all split up and

continue looking for the elusive entrance.  2hrs later Patrick and

I give up, the others have disappeared, so we opt to do the exit

trip only Christian Gattier, but what a beaut it is.

The next day we meet up with the rigging team who did

eventually find the entrance . There had been an  error on the

map and description, now corrected, so subsequently,  hopefully,

no one else had problems finding it. 

They had whistled (as pre arranged before we split up into

search teams) but we were too far away to hear. We will be

back!

Vercors, August 25th-28th 2008   with Chrispy and Carmen 

Carmen and  Dr. Warren were ahead of me; no change there, then. I had some work to finish up before I could unleash

myself on an unsuspecting part of Europe where I had been reliably informed caves were to be found.

Boarding sleazyJet was a bit of a palaver as they took exception to my SRT kit within hand luggage, claiming that it was

clearly going to be used to restrain the cabin crew and pilots and allowing it within easy reach of someone like myself

was a death warrant for all on board. So, re-checking-in was required and the whole sleazyJet chav queue had to be

re-experienced. Not being obese obviously singles one out as a dangerous weirdo in this day and age. The remarkably

short flight to Geneva was only memorable for the alarmingly wobbly touch down and the discovery that an airport had

been built straddling a border between two nations, thus requiring a passport to check through customs merely to walk

between toilets and a shop. Arrival coincided neatly with Carmen forgetting something.

Within a couple of hours I had been remembered and the drive down towards Grenoble was very picturesque - marvellous

scenery and impressive, gosh - yes, very impressive - mountainous landscape. Just like not England; in fact, it was just

like this part of France. Oh, yes.

Salle Hydrokarst. Trou qui Souffle.  Photo:
Carmen

Anciens - Christian Gattier.  Photo: Carmen
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Supplies were sought and bought in Grenoble beforethe

winding road past Sassenage in our sporty hire car took us

towards Wessex Base Camp at Autrans; a little piece of

England, neatly laid out with territorial placards and a

serried row of impressive tents. Ours was in the corner; after

tumbling into this new life and having some nosh and a

wash, the evening port of call beckoned in the form of the

Speleocamp HQ at Lans-en-Vercors, some 10km away at

the end of a rollercoaster route. We took thick coats after

warnings/assurances of freezing conditions during dark were

delivered in hushed tones.

Thus it was that I soon found myself in a monstrously

humungous tent, for which binoculars were necessary to

survey the entire scene (it appeared so large that it had

developed its own weather systems), sat alongside the good,

the gooderer and the beautiful comprising a Eurovision

Throng contest sporting an array of kempt and unkemptness

-  m a k i n g  a  b l a t a n t  a s s u m p t io n  th a t  t h e

people-of-unkemptness spoke English often proved accurate

although, truth be told, this wasn't really necessary since

English is now the first language in most nations especially

when accompanied with wild and rapid gesticulating and

mild shouting. After watching some caving films and

enjoying a couple of bijou sippettes of Vin I was hastily

dragged away as an embarrassment to humanity.

Caving Day One:

Up with the lark to a mist-laden landscape which instantly became nuclear and crystal-clear within seconds of the sun

lapping over the distant mountainous scarp, immediately rendering tent-dwelling among the most unpleasant and

desperate of pastimes. Finding the canvas sauna insufferable prompted finger-removing and sock-hoiking and a

registration visit at the Cavers Going Underground HQ, again at Lans-en-Vercors - then a wilderness experience on the

road to Herbouilly to locate, with the aid of GPS, a car park in maquis-land where giant wood ants gnaw your ankle flesh

and strip entire forests in milliseconds just like that bit in the most recent Indiana Jones quadrilogy. 

Thus began a near-fruitless search for our premier cave of

Gour Fumand. Machetes would have helped.We got there in

the end. (Only we didn’t; but we didn’t know that at the time

- we had actually found a different cave entrance known as

Faux Gour). The cold breeze emanating from the cave

tempted us out of the searing morning oppression and the

sweat soon evaporated from the exertions of donning t’SRT

kit. A slippery but simple climb and handlined hole led

immediately to a roped traverse over a deep pit and a pitch

head which we kinda-assumed was P12 followed by P16

but, in retrospect, was P17 and P9. From here on we were

pretty much lost for the most of the rest of the trip, finding

that we had clearly packed the wrong survey or that the

surveyors were numpties, illiterate, “havin’ a laff” or

someothersuch reason why our otherwise normally excellent

caving route-finding prowess was presently lying in a feeble

tatter with little hope for survival. Clearly the survey was

crap. On this we were both agreed.Undaunted by this, we

ignored the survey and continued by utilising the cavers’

braille technique of following the smooth bits, interspersed

with blatant clues in the form of rigged pitches. And there

were many. Far more than the survey had. Hah! We were

Scialet du Pot du Loup.  Photo: Chris Binding

The Dragon in Faux Gour Fumand. Photo: Carmen
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doing great.

A variety of pitches, meandering scalloped stream way, gours (big and little), cascades, flowstone, flat-roofed chambers,

big chambers, small chambers, more pitches, climbs, stoops and traversing soon led us to a small chamber where two kit

bags appeared to have been abandoned. We could smell carbide so someone had been this way recently. No sign of them,

though. Hey ho! - still with SRT kit on we decided to follow a narrow rift which had some attractive formations and

which soon opened out into meandering stream way but with a feature of some dauntiness. Deep water. Erm….

Thrutch/climb up into a higher area and we saw some

amazing tat which was pretending to be a traverse line but

this obviously wasn’t part of the SpeleoFestival rigging as

it wasn’t clean and recent. Erm… are we off route? - no

way of telling `cos the survey is for the wrong cave (this

had become our fervent belief by this stage); looking at the

time we reckoned we had done quite enough and

re-glancing at the black deep water below us and the

widening and committing manoeuvres required to continue

meant that discretion and valour had a fleeting tryst before

discretion beat the crap out of the latter.

Shortly after we began heading back and taking photos here

and there, we bumped into a group of four French speleos,

sporting an array of natty gear, and one with a moustache of

hilarious proportion; our broken conversation elicited

confirmation that there was a chamber we hadn’t found yet,

Chinese Dragon, and it was pretty and worth a detour. The

detours began in earnest until we bumped into our returning

group of four who had been to look at the deep water where

we had turned around, as that signifies the end of the trip

unless you are equipped with little inflatable dinghies (we

had got that bit right, then. Cool!). We had no shame at not

having found the amazing wondrous delights of the Chinese

Dragon pagoda palace of crystal dreams and the gentlemen,

yet again, attempted to explain there was a simple climb up

on the left just along the passageway “La”….

So, attaining the place known as “La” we furtled and

fossicked and furtled some more before counting our failed

detours with some pride. By accident I found the way on,

up an awkward but short climb on the left just down the passageway “La”. The unamazing formations resulted in a

handful of one word comments and a single desultory photograph to prove we had been here. We woz expecting more

than this. Nevermind Eh!

Then began our back-tracking through the cave which was all straightforward except that where we had descended pitches

with other tantalising ropes hanging down from alternative high chambers, we elected to take these secondary roped routes

just to see where they led; no sooner had we ascended the first pitch than we began bumping into more cavers descending

so a degree of queuing and sharing was required but all accompanied by some jolly politeness. Some Italians, then some

Germans, then some English, after three pitches we retraced our route to the first main pitch we had descended much

earlier and thus ended our trip into Faux Gour/Gour Fumant. A fine cave but a crap survey.

Rushing to avoid the ants, we hurtled through the forest back to the car and then got out the sat nav to help find the next

cave - Scialet du Pot du Loup: from the topo it was Rhino Rift in France.

Finding the entrance was pretty straightforward but we soon realised that we were at the smaller of two entrances but

thought that we could come out of the second one thus making another little through trip. Heyho. Up a simple step and

along a tunnel to a daylight shaft (the rope entrance) and then ascend a short pitch leading to the main split 49m pitch,

37m then 12m deviating down an exceptionally slippery clay/mud slope. The pitch head was awkward with a free hanging

rebelay some few metres from the start but otherwise an impressive free hang in a huge shaft with walls of flowstone

dropping away into the abyss. For this trip I had decided to forget my gloves thus giving my hands a nice sheen from the

Scialet du Pot du Loup.  Photo: Chris Binding
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abseiling. I had also left my head-warming scarf behind as I wished to get chilly and shiver in this cold cave, on purpose

Once down we set about the next simple 10m pitch whereupon two Italians were at the pitch head coming up the final

12m pitch, the man advising a terrified woman on how to get off another awkward pitch head via an aid traverse. She

seemed very slow; alarm bells rang that we were

descending while they were ascending and judging

by the evidence, a mini-epic lay ahead for her on the

big pitch they were approaching. Nothing we could

do, really, so we continued our descent of the final

pretty pitch and a splish around in the lake at the

bottom of the cave, enjoying the echoes but not the

cold!

Up the first pitch and some good moves quickly

achieved negotiating the traverse line and Carmen

unsurprisingly followed ably; then the 10m pitch

whereupon our wait began as the crying/whimpering

woman had barely begun her ascent of the 49m

pitch, scrabbling and squirming ineffectively as she

attempted to prussic up the clay slope; the cold was

noticeable and so we huddled together for a while.

Surprisingly it only took a further quarter of an hour

for the bleating to end and for the word “Libre” to

be heard echoing down the shaft from above. Brill!

Our turn. Uneventfully, and soon very warm, we

arrived at the surface, with a few photos taken for

the album en route.

Thus ended today’s caving and my introduction to

the Vercors underground. The evening comprised

some nattering and wine again at Lans-en-Vercors,

but not necessarily in that order.

Caving Day Two:

Today’s mission was to locate and descend Scialets

Neufs; the hard bit was finding it - about an hour of

driving along vertiginous mountain roads and then

through pretty valleys and villages to a layby indicated as correct by GPS. Then Carmen located a path which looked

likely and we bashed our way overland and through maquis and forest to a rather obvious looking hole after about half

an hour. It was rigged, therefore we had arrived. A blow-by-blow description wouldn’t read well for this trip so I’ll just

include the highlights - nice entrance shaft (first abseil of 16 in all) leads to another whereupon ice formations abound!

Then a descent through a tunnel and a series of short technical descents to a 30m pitch to a small lake over which one

straddles to a blasted tunnel and a cascade of pitches down impressive flowstone of 8m, 17m, 12m, 37m and 65m.

The highlight of the trip was most definitely waiting at the bottom of this immense shaft watching Carmen up in the

distance descend with one of Biff’s lights attached to her helmet illuminating the glistening walls thus enabling an

appreciation of the scale of the place all at once. Fabulous. Our descent was smooth and efficient and took an hour and

twenty minutes; somewhat surprisingly this was the same time our return to the surface required! A brilliant trip.

Personally I wouldn’t care to rig this cave though! - but definitely a top tick if there is a similar opportunity in future.

Heartily recommended for string-lovers.

The evening show was 3D caving photography, accompanied with ice cream and wine.

Day Three: return to Geneva and fly back pronto to Mendip and our beloved little underworld.  Chris Binding

23 August 2008.  France / Diau  trip.  Dave Murphy.
I often wonder where the time goes, which is perhaps why I take

a lot of satisfaction from reading past trip reports, a lot has

happened since my first caving trip in May of last year and it

seems the bar keeps being raised, not only in regards to my

Scialets Neufs    Photo: Carmen
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experiences and confidence but also with my abilities and

ambitions. Quite often writing the trip report feels like an

extension of the trip itself and to me it signifies one very

important fact, I'm still alive... which strangely is about the only

criteria that needs to be met in order for me to wax lyrical about

my strange and sometimes nigh on unbelievable trips.

I quite seriously question why I would keep partaking in a

pastime that could cause me enough consternation to consider

things such as life insurance and who is going to get my

collection of original Star Wars figurines but the answer always

presents itself as soon as I turn my light on and take those first

tentative steps into the gloom just as I hope it shows in the

various adjectives and the occasional expletive that I throw

around in my journal, that way in the unlikely event that I ever

needed to remind myself of why caving is a good idea, I'll know

where to look.

So after a somewhat tumultuous but most excellent weekend

learning what real SRT was all about via a fantastic action trip

down Diccan followed up with a more psychologically taxing

and committing pull through in Swinsto, I felt I was probably

ready to at least make the journey to France and

try and gauge my options from there. Of course I

never really had a choice from the moment I

agreed to all of this, it had the makings of a

fantastic trip and I was going to be in good

company.

The Twelve:   Simon, Mark,  Bean, Adrian, Jude,

Butch, Biff, Mak, Les, Kgnowme, Dr. Strangelove,

Kev.

Day One; Wednesday 23/07/08

As I mentioned before, it all started when Mark

Helmore turned fifty, and it soon became apparent

that he wanted to take as many other people down

with him as he possibly could, so it was that twelve

of us gathered at the Dover ferry terminal on a

grey Wednesday evening and would you believe it?

no sooner had people gotten out of their cars and

the windups had begun. I would have been happy

with a handshake, a courteous nod or perhaps just

a plain greeting, but instead I was met with "You

realise you are going to die" and "Here comes the

dead man!" and the short and pleasant: "You're

doomed!" I nodded with perhaps a hint of resignation and

couldn't help but feel that I might be on the receiving end of a

massive windup. I think if they had assured me that things would

be OK and that everything was going to be great, I would have

been far more concerned, after all,  pisstaking is the norm that

I have come to expect from the caving community (at least the

one I am a part of) to the point that I have only ever had two

moments where everyone was serious, one was when I was on

the verge of sinking forever and the other was when I was about

to take a freefall, both were only split second interludes of

seriousness, each time resulting in very quick and calm

instructions and with normal service resumed shortly after

(except now with added hilarity). So I would expect nothing

less, felt completely at ease and as we settled down in the ship's

bar, I got the feeling that if nothing else, this would be a funny

trip....even if I did die!

Day Two; Thursday 24/07/08

Once we had disembarked I was quite relieved to find that there

weren't any armed police waiting to send me back home (last

time I was in France I got in a spot of bother) and we were off

into the night for what was to be a seriously long drive. After a

rest stop for a couple of hours we resumed at dawn and another

five hours or so found us on the right side of Thursday, parked

up at the base of some mountains and ready to begin a very

memorable ascent, it was at about this point that I had a rather

major realisation.

Quite often before departing on these trips my friends and

colleagues enquire as to where exactly I am going and quite

often I don't know the answer, usually I just turn up, get into

someone else's car and end up in strange and amazing places, it

is a formula that seems to work quite well and results in

explanatory phone calls such as "Hi, I'm on a volcano" or "Hey

I just got arrested in Paris". So I was genuinely surprised when

"some mountains" turned out to be the French Alps, at which

point my mobile went on overdrive again and various folks in

blighty received more confirmation that I really was completely

clueless.

Our destination was a Refugio, a concept that I was taking some

time to get my head around. I had always thought a hostel

needed roads to function, mainly so that deliveries could be

made and guests could actually get there, it turns out that I was

dead wrong. Apparently deliveries are made by helicopters every

two weeks and the regulars that frequent it are the sort with

compasses, laminated OS maps and fancy carbon walking poles.

Thus we set out partaking in one of Les's least favourite things...

Walking... a lot... up a mountain.

I thought it was fantastic, which was a good thing, because it

was a sod of a long way and the sun was blazing hot. To be a

complete bastard I often went on ahead and up the trail until I

could look down on Les below and point out how far he had to

go, this retained it's value for the entire trip and was repeated

often.

After some hours we finally reached the refugio to the cheers of

our compatriots (who had already gotten there before us) and

the promise of waiting beer, it was a very surreal sight to see

Refuge de las Folly Photo: Mak
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what was for all intensive purposes a drinking establishment on

the side of a mountain, like a beer oasis!

It was teeming with people too, even the Mayor of some Mont

was there, which was surprising, the last thing you expect to find

up the side of the mountain and hours from any road is a packed

out hostel which also boasted what had to be one of the most

amazing views in the world.

This was the first time since leaving England that we could relax

and after consuming some beer and a fantastic and very welcome

meal we hit the sack. The next morning we set out on a further

ascent to take a look at a glacial lake and there seemed to be a

lot more up than the previous day which resulted in Les

remaining at the Refugio for an action packed morning of tea

consumption.

Day Three; Friday 25/07/08

Being young and foolish I was dead keen to see this lake and

upon finally reaching it after a couple of hours of climbing and

a brief side trip to inspect one of the entrances to the Jean

Bernard, I was equally as keen to give it a test wade, after all....

how cold could it be?  It turned out that it wasn't cold, rather it

was agony... I genuinely couldn't feel the cold for all the

shooting pain and cramps in my nearly frozen feet, worse still

Mak was a complete bastard and made me stand there for what

seemed like a damn eternity while he took photos of me hopping

around in misery, still.... I can at least tick off 'Glacial lake

wading' from my list of stupid things to do before I die.

After we had returned to the Refugio and repacked we set off

back down the mountain which actually felt harder than it did on

the way up, and after about thirty minutes drive we arrived at

the campsite which was to be our base of operations for the next

couple of days. After pitching my tent and sorting out my gear

it had finally begun to set in that tomorrow was the big day and

also the conclusion of the entire trip, needless to say I took a

little extra care and paid a bit more attention when handling and

inspecting my SRT kit that night. Whilst this is occuring I spot

Les committing an act of complete and utter betrayal, no longer

is he sporting his trusty Petzl Myo, a light that he has long sung

the praises of due to it's functionality with little or no

maintenance whatsoever and it's inability to ever let him down.

He has another light!, I can't help feeling other forces were

involved, and sure enough it turns out that absolutely no-one

had any confidence in his dodgy Myo and so it was time for a

new light! A sad day indeed.

Day Three; Doom! Saturday 26/07/08

No matter how you cut it a 6am start feels like a truck hitting

you in the face and at that time of the morning even a group of

beautiful scantily clad women would have a hard job of dragging

me out of my tent, so the prospect of descending to my doom in

a dark hole somewhere had no chance and if it wasn't for all the

noise that everyone else was making I could have quite happily

stayed there. Alas we were soon on our way up the mountain in

our fleet of cars (Labelled A,B and C just in case anyone forgot

where they were meant to be) Mark's roof rack on the A car was

held on with Tie grips which would have meant we would have

copped it in the B car should it have come off, although we were

clearly in a better position than the C car, after all... no-one likes

being last. After we had arrived a few of the group went back

down the mountain to implement some car switching tactics and

we wetted the rope in a nearby water trough while we waited.

Our actions had attracted the attention of a huge slobbering dog

that towered over Biff who was dozing off and scared the hell

out of him, the dog then hoovered up various snack bars (still in

their wrappers) and made a nuisance of itself,  much to my

amusement.

Soon everyone had returned and we were off towards the cave

and ready to start the trip in earnest. There was a great deal of

walking in the hot sun, which was something I was growing

accustomed to by now and after nearly an hour of stopping with

the occasional start, we were there. Along the way I had

managed to drop a pair of gloves and a wetsock; just as I was

starting to swear profusely, Adrian turned up holding them for

which of course I am eternally grateful, Mark pointed out that

if I hadn't had my gloves I would have died. Great.

Fairly soon the time had come, the pitch had been rigged, the

SRT gear donned and after a team photo (for the coroner) I

tried to keep calm and prepared for my descent. It was decided

that being a bit of a novice, I would stay up the front with Mark

and Bean ahead and Les and Simon behind me, that way I had

less of a chance of making a mess of things and if I did then at

least all of the biggest pisstakers would be there to see it, Mak

took the role of roving paparazzi which would involve jumping

the line, getting in peoples ways and taking photos of them in all

manner of compromising positions, a job he took to rather well

I might add, although there were difficulties (more on this

later!). So while Bean headed down first with Mark close

behind, I stood clear of the entry pitch head (lots of loose
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rocks....more on this later) and thought about things. My

primary concern with this trip was the

fact that once I was in and we had pulled

down the first rope, the nearest available

exit suddenly became 25 pitches and an

e s t i m a t e d  1 2  h o u r s  a w a y .

that was at least how I saw it, one quick

pulldown on a rope and you were

suddenly in a whole world of shit, I

wondered if I would fit, as if there was

some horrible squeeze 6 hours into the

cave that would defeat me, I wondered if

I would get cold or whether I might find

myself freaking out over the concept of

being far enough underground to make

even a sprained ankle something serious

enough to be a real problem. Oddly

enough, I used to have these thoughts

about Swildon's, I remember that,

because it was only a year or so ago that

I took my first trip there. I remember

looking down pitch 20 and thinking it was a very long way, just

like Jacobs ladder felt tight and challenging, I guess I have raised

my confidence and ability a bit since then and I think it is only

going to get better, and so when it was my turn to descend into

the Diau I just got on the rope and went.

I should possibly elaborate a bit on 'went' because I didn't even

press the handle in on my STOP before I had started going

down and rather than push it in, I actually found myself pulling

it up to try and halt a rather uncontrolled and desperate bit of

abseiling, this wasn't a good start at all. I'm all for new

experiences but my STOP should do what it says on the tin and

so I found myself on a ledge asking Mark for advice about

'Interesting' rappels.

With the advice I received from Mark, Bean and Les I had

changed my entire SRT technique in just three pitches,

everything from the position I held the rope (up above my

shoulder... now down by my waist) to the way that I fed the

rope through (in long heavy pulls, now in super fast small

motions) and now instead of a slow arduous descent I was

descending like a rope melting pro. This was fun and I nearly

forgot about all manner of mortal peril until a terrifying and

unmistakable sound came clattering down some fifty metres

above me....Rocks.

Falling rocks scare me, they start off small and

innocent, and yet by the time they have

descended fifty metres of thin air, they become

deadly boulders of clattering doom, it's the

silence that I hate too. All you hear is the rock

because you know everyone else is waiting

fearfully and hoping that no-one gets hit, at

least that is what I do (not that I kick rocks

down), so it was that the sixty odd quid I paid

for my Petzl Vertex Best was instantly

rewarded in full when a resounding clank on

my helmet heralded the end of the first rocks

descent.

A quick check to see if I was alive and then I

was threading my STOP and feverishly

descending before anymore came down, which

I did and they did.... by the end of it I was

nearly a gibbering wreck. The entrance pitch

was extremely loose and we had a large group, the odd bit of

gravel coming down

was inevitable, it was

still rather unnerving

however.

We were soon off the

rope and finally things

were coming together,

which is about the time

I remembered that a

70metre mega pitch

was coming up, the

only hint of a survey

I'd seen on the entire

trip was printed on the

Shirts that Bean had

designed and gotten

made for everyone

who attended, which

were  s tyl i sh  an d

educational, for instance I knew that the 70metre pitch was the

8th one in, just as I knew that the 50metre pitch (the next

biggest one) was about 5 pitches further on, that way I had

plenty of time to torture myself in an accurate and informed

manner about how terrible it was going to be. Unfortunately

fairly soon I had lost count, and Mark and Bean wouldn't tell me

anything (they knew the place inside out, having been there

more than a few times now) therefore I found myself peering

down pitches trying to work out which one was the monster.

I needn't have wondered, the down side of a Scurian is that there

is little chance of deluding yourself into thinking you are about

to abseil a small pitch, and so after a couple of smaller abseils I

found myself hanging next to Mark at the edge of a black hole

with the very distant sound of Bean shouting far below. Mark

who had previously told me to go fast on all the other pitches

now imparted the sage advice that I should "Take my time and

go steady on this one" which instantly confirmed the worst, this

was the one, this was also confirmed by Les who after appearing

behind me uttered words to the effect of "Oh f$%k, this is the

one then, I know this because I counted" which offered little or

no comfort to me whatsoever.

Mark took the time to kindly point out a rub point before he

descended and after what felt like a very long time I heard a very

Mark & Bean at the Entrance  . Photo: Mak

The Diau Team.   Photo: Mak
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faint "rope free", this was it then, I tried not to think about the

rope rub (which was on the first metre of hang) and threaded

myself onto the rope. I couldn't get it out of my mind though

and so hoping for some encouragement and 'playing down' from

Les I pointed out the rub to him. This didn't get the desired

effect I was hoping for, and so instead of "that's nothing, don't

worry about it" I got a "OH F%*K" instead. This didn't do much

to reassure me, but luckily it was remedied when Les used one

of the rope bags to counter the rub, which brought me back to

a milder level of hysteria and I quickly began my descent before

he spotted another one.

It was a long way, twice I tied my stop off and at one point I

wondered if you could get motion sickness from abseiling big

pitches. eventually I hit the bottom and had to lay down and let

the rope stretch back through my stop before I could get off it

(I am sure there are better ways of doing that).

That was it, psychological barrier well and truly smashed,

suddenly all that fear and worry had turned into real excitement

and satisfaction, I was actually doing this! It really was a

fantastic feeling and once Mark had taken us safely away from

the pitch and out of the draught we wrapped up to try and stay

warm while we waited for the others. It was quite a large group

and so it naturally took some time for everyone to get down, we

had arranged to meet in a safe area at the base of this pitch

whilst Mak tried his best to photograph everyone as they came

down.

As I mentioned earlier, whilst Mak did an excellent job of taking

everyone's photos in various action poses, he did encounter the

odd difficulty, this particular one occurred at the base of the

70metre pitch (which is a huge shaft with a straight drop) as

Mak set up to take peoples photos, I stood with the others in the

next chamber and picked up tips on how to keep warm. Our

conversation was interrupted by a rather large clattering sound

from somewhere immediately above Mak, some 70 odd metres

in fact, this resulted in a very scary 5 seconds while we waited

to see if Mak was OK. Mak didn't answer immediately but soon

made up for it by firing his own volley back up the pitch in the

form of "STOP KICKING F$*%&#G ROCKS YOU TWAT"

and then stormed back in to join us.

When I started SRT I found myself adopting the philosophy that

no matter how hard you try or how careful you are, sometimes

a rock can fall, and if it does and no-one was hurt, then no harm

was done, therefore if no harm was done it is clearly a source of

hilarity and pisstakes can ensue. I find this formula works rather

well and whilst it was unfortunate that the odd rock was falling

down a pitch, luckily no-one was hurt. Thus as we all sat

expectant and shivering at the bottom of the pitch,

we eagerly waited to find out who the culprit could

be. It could have been anyone, it really could, these

things happen after all, and so when Biff emerged

from the gloom with a sheepish "is everyone OK?"

we were rolling about in hysterics. The cold, the wet

and the uncertainty were forgotten about straight

away as we all fell about laughing, it was a moment

I won't forget in a hurry and it sums up one of the

main reasons that I partake in this pastime.

There were some issues with the pulldown and Dave

did a great job saving the rope, which we were close

to having to abandon due to everyone getting cold

from waiting, soon we had pressed on and it was

about then that I realised I had broken the one and

only rule, I hadn't collected a rope bag from the top

of the pitch. I wonder even now if the others know

(of course they'll know when and if they read this),

Mark, Bean and Les already knew but luckily I had

used the old "let's not tell anyone about this,

OK?" trick, which never fails, yeah right... chances

are everyone knows, but it turns out that karma is

indeed a kind mistress as later on it came to my

attention (as a rope bag was swiftly and silently

Diau Main Streamway.   Photo: Mak

Last pitch before the Diau. Photo: Mak
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passed forward) that someone at the front may have done the

same awful thing as me. I might even tell people who... for a

pint.

We were soon well on the way and

the dry jagged seeming entrance series

was replaced by wetter more

interesting pitches of varying sizes,

they ranged anything between 7

metres to 50 or more and my

technique was improving with each

and every pitch. I felt like I had

transformed, I was straddling pitch

heads and staring down with no fear

whatsoever, and I was descending

with confidence and control, I was

absolutely loving it.

The only slightly worrying points

were when some kind soul pointed

out that we were rigged on a rusty

Maillon (later perhaps the same kind

soul added that they estimated it to

have been rusted at least 75% of the

way through) and after this pitch I

found myself belayed off a bit of stal,

which was disturbing too, I remember

the oddest thoughts running through

my head as I abseiled off it, such as

whether stal really does sound like a

carrot snapping when it breaks and

maybe I can grab the wall in time....

Occasionally we would stop to regroup and consume various

high energy foods and Simon would often kindly dispense a

container of fizzy sweets around like some sweet peddling

sucrose pusher, Bean complained that I got more, I'd like to

think that this was due to me being a vulnerable rookie instead

of the reality that his hand probably slipped. Eventually we came

to a traverse that was pretty high up to say the least, and

required some effort to get around, the rope was pretty slack

(we didn't rig it) and so we had to go down quite a bit to load it,

down wasn't a problem as there was a lot of it...too much in fact,

but other than feeling a little bit nervous here, I was

still on an adrenalin high. There was only one other

traverse like this, over a sump pool which looked like

it was a very long way below us, but that wasn't a

problem... at some point in the background I was

vaguely aware of Simon singing "Free Nelson

Mandela".

After a small and slightly awkward abseil I suddenly

felt like I was in a concert hall, certainly the sound

resonated in the same manner, and so I looked

around and the chamber didn't seem extraordinarily

big, mainly because I could make out the sides (just)

and then I looked down and realised. This was the

Puits des Echos.

This was one of the highlights of my trips, my new

found confidence had me stood on the edge gazing

down into the most fantastic gaping black hole of a

shaft, it seemed to be bottomless and even my light

on full power was struggling to make out any details.

I couldn't wait to descend and once Mark was clear

I threaded my stop and headed down, as I abseiled I could hear

various voices resonating up and down the shaft which is clearly

how it got its name, and once I was at the bottom I joined Mark

and Bean as we shouted at the tiny glowing specks of people

abseiling and then we lit the entire shaft up for Les.... just to be

complete bastards. Shortly after this fantastic pitch, the nature

of the cave seemed to change again and it was suddenly a lot

wetter, slimy moonmilk covered the walls and floors here and

walking was a little bit tricky. A few more excellent pitches and

we were near the end, after walking down a fantastic waterfall,

and then doing one last pitch with a Tyrolean traverse, we were

in the main streamway proper and what a fantastic streamway it

was!

It was gigantic and I remember feeling totally invigorated as we

Kev in the main Diau streamway.   Photo: Mak

The Team nearing the exit.     Photo: Mak
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waded our way down it, rather than a bare rock or gravel bed,

it was filled with huge rocks that were great for hopping along

(and falling off of) morale was pretty high now, it wasn't far to

the exit... only two or three hours of walking in downstream, not

far at all then!

Every now and then the stream got deep and we found ourselves

pulling our way across on wire traverses or climbing down on

small ladders, I was very aware of other traverses some fifteen

metres above me, a grim indicator of the terrifying potential of

this streamway. We waited and regrouped every now and then

and due to all the fixed ladders and aids that we were

encountering it was apparent that we were nearing the main

entrance of the cave, some exposed crawling took me across and

down to a ladder and further on a fantastic if not slightly strange

rubber ladder brought us even further downwards. An

interesting rift had what looked like wooden chair legs placed

across it which made for a rather interesting climb, we were

close now and sure enough a blast of warm air hit us as we

entered the colossal entrance chamber, it was evening now and

so as we stumbled for the exit it was hard to even tell that we

were outside, the cave entrance really is that big.

I'd done it!, in ten hours and thirty minutes I was part of a team

of twelve that had completed the through trip, the sense of

achievement I felt was immense, more importantly I was alive!

suddenly my credit card was looking a lot better, as was my

justification for buying a new car. I had my life back again and

I actually felt like I had done something with it, of course, where

I had doubted myself all along everyone else had known I was

capable. I even waited for the inevitable accusation of being

slow from Mark and Bean, but it never came, awesome, for

once I felt like I was my own hero. I could spend a long time

throwing about colourful descriptions, but I just hope I did the

trip justice in my description, Mark and Bean did a fantastic job

of rigging and leading with Dave Meredith kindly working hard

at the other end to derig it all and it was great to be part of such

a skilled, competent and FUN team.

There was a lot more walking in the stifling evening air and

eventually we were back at the cars that had been parked earlier

in the day and we quickly changed and headed to the pub...

actually we didn't it was too late. So we retired to the camp site

and Bean and Mark cooked some potatoes and Chilli which

when washed down with beer was pretty much the best thing in

the world! I think everyone slept well that night.

Day Four; Sunday 27/07/08 Final day of the Trip.

I awoke a complete cripple, barely capable of movement, almost

incapable of speech and it turned out I wasn't alone. Any gallant

plans to do another cave today had fallen by the wayside as

everyone opted for a more relaxed walk up the same mountain

we had previously traversed through the middle of the previous

day. Thus after a relaxing cup of tea at the restaurant we headed

up into the mountain to explore a truly massive cave entrance

that actually had ice inside it (which was somewhat surreal as

just outside the sun was blazing down).

Later that evening we hit a local hotel for a decent meal and

some decent beer and watched a farmer drive around the town

in his tractor retrieving various bales of hay that must have fallen

off his trailer earlier in the day, now that's rural!

Monday morning soon came and it was time to go home, which

saw me getting lost in a giant supermarket and buying some

cheese, fairly soon I was back in Britain and headed for the daily

grind, it's just that now, everything seemed a little bit better and

even as I write this, it still does.

Thanks to Mark for inviting me (are you sure it wasn't just for

the trip report?) Bean for rigging, Les, Simon, Mak and

everyone else who took the time to teach me something new,

share their sweets/chilli/beer with me or for any of the numerous

hilarious moments that were too many to write of. Perhaps most

oddly of all is that one of the most startling things I have taken

away from this trip is a yearning to do bigger and better ones, I'll

give it a go, perhaps I'll even live to tell the tale.

Wessex Geriatric Group News
Friday/ Saturday/Sunday 12/13/14 September 2008
The WGG, sadly depleted by drop-outs, wingers, rheumatics, and the halt and the lame (perhaps we should rename ourselves the

Wessex Crocks Club?), assembled at Upper Pitts SRT Tower at Friday noon. The usual suspects were Paul Allen, Kerrin Malone,

Butch on the snow cone.  Photo: Mak
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Keith Glossop and Noel Cleave. And yes, this roll-call is somewhat light on actual Wessex members, but Paul, Kerrin and Keith share

a common ancestry as SVCC members and are keen supporters of the Wessex.  Or were, at least, until they got involved in SRT

Tower masochism wearing sundry borrowed harnesses. SRT was completely new to Kerrin, and the sensation of beard-and-hair-

entanglement in a Petzl Stop was equally new to Keith. It was an entertaining afternoon.... for a considerable, ageist, disrespectful,

ill-mannered, Wessex audience. We quit while well behind.

September 13 2008 Rhino Rift 

Kerrin Malone, Keith Glossop, Noel Cleave. 

aul Allen wisely decided that there was little kudos

in associating himself with the rest of us while we

cavorted in Rhino. His decision was better than

ours. We spend the morning polishing (good grief)

our SRT techniques on the tower and then headed

to Longwood Valley to inspect Capt. Chris’

spiders-web. And Rhino was a sight; there was

string everywhere, all rigged with awe-inspiring

professionalism, looped and dangling from bits of

Rhino that I never knew existed.  Keith had a back

problem (actually broken ribs) and decided to

photograph Noel and Kerrin dangling, rather than

risk his back further. The left-hand wall must have

introduced hundreds of SRT tyros to the reality of

the sport and Kerrin made light work of it, even

with the new mega-rebelay on the way down. At

the bottom of pitch 1, Chris’s rigging was

astounding. I never knew that there was a third

way down pitch 2. Common sense dictated

abstinence, but on the ascent the temptation to play

rope-switching proved irresistible, which allowed

for a conversational pause.

Saturday September 20 2008 GB...or Manor Farm   

Paul Allen, Keith Glossop, Clive Westlake, Noel Cleave.

Old age hasn’t caused the WGG to become mentally inflexible. Our

intended GB trip suffered

from a key shortage.

Literally. Andy Snook has

beaten us to it. We

wandered over to GB in

case we might intercept

Andy, but no joy. Strolling

back we stopped by for a

look at Charterhouse when

it suddenly belched people.

All this was pleasant

enough  o n  a  warm

afternoon, but no help with

GB, so we went to Manor

Farm instead and had a

thoroughly enjoyable trip

as far as the stream-bed

squeeze, where Keith’s

broken ribs cried enough. Or words to that effect, as uttered by Keith. Noel had taken

Manor Farm tackle, and a climb-out pulley rig, but his ladder for the squeeze pitch

proved fractionally too short. About half the pitch too short...... so back to the

entrance  and rob the last ladder from that..... well, only Clive rigs perfectly and he

was far to polite to say anything about this shambles. 

In the evening we graced the Queen Vic with our presence, the caving party enhanced

by the presence of Paul Weston and Maurice and Judy Hewins. Noel

Saturday 27 September 2008  Alum Pot via Long Churn, Dolly Tubs,  Hatstand and John Ashby (non WCC
interloper extraordinaire)

Classic Rhino Training.  Photo: Keith Glossop

Post Manor Farm. 192 not out.... Photo:
Keith Glossop 

Paul Allen. Manor Farm.  Photo: 
Keith Glossop
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Our early start had been hampered by John's desire to stay in the

pub on the Tuesday night. (I of course was very keen to

leave....) Still, it was a lovely sunny day so after breakfast

(lunch) at Bernies we finally got changed and set off. Stashed the

kit at one of the more downstream entrances and then up the top

to have a wander around Upper Long Churn etc. Very nice.

Extra entertainment was provided by some YTS (or whatever

they call it now) group being led by that old chap who was with

Kate Humble on the telly. John moaned a lot when I set off into

the smaller bits that I assume is Lower Long Churn - he is

mainly a mine explorer and not very keen on this crawling lark.

All good easy fun for a warm up then back to get the kit and off

down Dolly Tubs. Completely failing to find the deviation shown

on the Topo. (even after changing over and going back up for

another look) we finally arrived at Alum Pot.

Les raves about this view. I think he said something along the

lines of "The finest view in British caving" or some such. Well,

I can't possibly say with my experience whether he is right, but

bloody hell, it is mighty fine! It was still a beautiful sunny day

and it was stunning.

A shonky, rubby descent (can't quite work out the P hanger

placement logic but Hey Ho) saw us traversing to the greasy

slab, where John, who rants about the stupidly long pitches and

silly across the ceiling traverses they are doing in mid-Wales, had

a bit (ahem) of a moment. Now those of you who know me will

know that I have a lot of these moments, but for some reason*

on this day I was loving it, and actually enjoying the SRT, so he

was less than impressed when I stood at the top of the slab to

watch him go down. (he had shuffled across on his arse).

Anyhow, to cut a long story short we carried on, marveled at the

two (not very bad) rub points under the rebelay on the next pitch

(did we miss something or is the hanger odd again?) and finally

one more drop and to the bottom. Raced back up, me derigging,

but then John's back went so muggins ended up dragging all the

rope out. Hmmm - maybe there is something to this thinner rope

malarkey! A quick drive then to the YSS hut, and into the pub,

where thanks to it being pool night, we were treated to a mighty

fine free stew! Perfect.

One of the best trips I have done in a long long time - MORE!

MORE!!!

*perhaps it was that very lovely chilled afternoon spent lying in

the sun and playing on the tower at Upper Pitts last weekend.

Hatstand

Saturday 28 September 2008  Cwm Dwr - OFD Top Entrance Dave Mason, Jon Mason, Sally White(UBSS),
Mark Adams, Rhys Wickham

The WCC (Wessex Cooking Club) hadn’t met as a whole since the weekend in the Peaks as many of us had been making the most of

the summer months and doing other things such as family holidays, mountain biking, festivals, fishing and generally getting soaked by

the British weather! So it was that we found ourselves meeting at Tesco's at Aberdare for the usual hearty breakfast at 08:30 in the

morning! The team gradually appeared looking somewhat bleary eyed and gathered in the restaurant for feeding. Talk began of the

trip and what was in store as neither Jon or Steve had been to OFD before. Once fed we went on a foray for supplies and  came   out

bristling with Mars bars, Snickers and other delights for a snack on the way round.

We hit the road again and soon found ourselves at the SWCC. Sods Law had done its work again and after a summer of pouring rain

we found ourselves bathed in warm sunshine at the end of September. It was glorious!

With the team eager to get underground we signed in and got the key had a quick look at the survey on the wall (at which point both

John and Steves jaw dropped at the size of it!) and we were soon getting changed into our kit.

We were soon at the entrance to Cwmdwr desperate to get underway. We slid down the concrete pipes and into the darkness below.

Good progress was made through the entrance series and the crawls. Finally the passage opened out and we were into Cwmdwr

stomping ground. We made our way through the bolder choke without any route finding issues. On through the "Big Shacks" and we

soon found ourselves at the first of the traverses. We made good progress through these with Rhys taking many photos along the way.

Once over the next climb we soon found ourselves at the "Smithy" we took it carefully down the descent into the hole at the bottom

where we met the Cwmdwr  streamway. The water was cold at first after building up so much heat in the earlier passageways and a

few yelps were heard from the team as they immersed themselves in the waist deep water. Pushing on we were quickly at the

"Confluence" where we stopped for a drink and a breather.

We took the left hand turn and made or way up the main Ffynnon Ddu streamway. The rock is very dark, almost black here and the

crystal clear water raced along. It took a while for the eyes to adjust and pick out the safe places to step over the deep water. However,

the further you get the bigger and wider the holes get and all kind of antics took place to try and traverse around them until in the end

we just climbed straight in. In fact much fun was had in this section of the cave where the team ended up jumping, bombing and leaping

into the deep pools. One episode was extremely funny when Rhys doing his photography stuff got an action picture of one of the team

in a deep pool only to step backwards into one himself. His head disappeared beneath the water and only his arm protruded holding

his camera high above the water determined for it not to get wet! Needless to say he resurfaced to find us all howling with laughter!

We pressed on realising that we had taken our time through this section with all the antics and were keen to make up some time. After

a short stop at the Sump bi-pass for a brew and Mars bars we again got going. We traversed out over the stream and then got cracking

again stomping our way up the streamway. We made good progress and soon found the marker for the climb out of the streamway

and up into the "Maypole inlet". The tricky little climb at the bottom started to test those by now tired muscles as we heaved ourselves

up making use of the angle iron foothold. Soon up the ladder and we were into the "maypole inlet", so reminiscent of the "Crab-walk"

in Giants Hole. Next the climb out. This is the bit I dont like! being somewhat afraid of heights especially when not roped in I found

this section particularly challenging. Every movement was done at very slow speed with my heart pounding and my mouth as dry as

a nuns whatsit! I stepped  cautiously onto the lone jammed boulder and then climbed into a ledge below a cluster of other jammed

boulders. After that and the move out and round these, the going got easier and I met the team at the top who had given me plenty
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of encouragement as they know I hate this kind of stuff. We were soon up and moving again and next came the bold step back over

the maypole inlet. Again I had a "moment here and was soon coaxed across. I always kick myself after as none of it is very technical

but it’s a mind over matter thing.

We pushed on up "Salubrious" and up the climb into the junction with "Gnome Passage". Swung a left and boulder hopped the rest

of the way out the group now much more quieter than before as I think all were getting tired. We passed two groups on the way out

and emerged into glaring, warm sunshine after 4 1/2 hours underground. It was great to be out. A quick stop for drinks and we soon

found ourselves trudging down the mountain back to the cottage.

The showers were great and we were soon in the car park loading up the kit into the cars. Some of the group heading to the pub

whereas Mark and myself had to head back to Bristol. A great trip and a good way to get back into some regular caving again! 

Oh yes, I also wore my "new hat!"

Dave Mason

Matthew Faulkner, Chew Magna,    Proposed by Jude VDP, Seconded by Aubrey Newport

Neil Wilson, Wareham,  Proposed by Les Williams,  Seconded by Dave Cooke

So here we are in the September onset of Autumn and the Wessex Mountain-Biking section embarked on its very first bike pub crawl

of the year. Mak’s account suggests that 8 months of intensive planning was vital. “Starting from the Churchill on the A38 nine of us

set out for the Trotters at Wedmore, after two near pile ups at crossroads and some frantic uphill cycling we made it, parked up and

casually strolled into the bar trying to look like locals. A fine choice of Butcombe or Butcombe was served along with the roaring fire,

with the inside temp around 30deg C and the outside temp around 19deg C we all opted to sit outside. After a pint it was time to head

for the Lamb at Axbridge where we stopped to refill our water bottles, well OK we did have a swift pint. Then quickly along the

strawberry line (as it was the flattest way home)and on to the Railway at Sandford where the beer was not quite as we expected and

so ended up watering the flowers. It was then a mad dash to the Crown for last orders”.

Another member’s  been asking around  for a ghostly underground location to visit on the 31 . October. Anything legitimatest

that’s reported to have ghosts where he could take a couple of people to scare the knickers off them.  In the South West area.... Ideally

not too far from Corsham. Surely a competent member of the WCC could find a more comfortable way and place to remove someone’s

nether lingerie?

Dave Mason suddenly came over all fashion conscious about his titfer and was apparently heard asking what was the current

“In” style. But it’s nothing to do with style, Dave, it’s the colour that matters and red and blue are terribly, terribly  last year. Oh dear.

One of our professional cavers was leading an Adventure Caving party out of Gough’s Cave recently when a guide overheard a little

lad say, “Coo, they must be cheese miners.”  (Cheddar cheese is matured in the caves).  What ignorance.  Cheese is not mined; it is

quarried, as any fule kno.

The Wessex Crocks Club, the Wessex Cookery Club and Wessex Cycle Club have now been joined by another alternative:

the Wessex Canoe Club - recently seen sporting the WCC  insignia beside the Kennet and Avon Canal.

As at 25 September 2008
BCRA Transactions (Cave and Karst Science) 34, 1 (for 2007)

            Speleology 12 (Summer 08)

Cave Diving group N/L 168 (Jul 08)

Chelsea S.S. N/L 50 8/9 (Aug/Sep 08) 

Descent 203 (Aug/Sep 08)

Mendip Caving Group ‘MCG News’ 349, 350, 351 (Apr, Jun, Aug 08) (Upper Flood update, Stainsby’s Shaft, Bone Hole bones)

M.N.R.C. N/L 119 (Summer 08)

Shepton Mallet Caving Club Jnl. 12, 1 (Spr. 08) (Caving in the Lot, Sandford Hill, 

Gibbet’s Brow)

12, 2 (Aut. 08) (North Wales, Mallorca, Thailand)

SWETCCC ‘Speleo’ 17, 1 (2008) (50th Anniversary Souvenir Issue)

Speleological Union of Ireland ‘Underground’ 74 (Spr. 08)

Westminster Speleological Group N/L 2008/2 (Apr 08), 2008/3 (Jul 08)

Shaw T.R. (2008) Foreign Travellers in the Slovene Karst 1486 – 1900.  Donated by Trevor Shaw 
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                Diary   Dates

AGM 18 Oct

Committee Meeting 18 Oct

Annual  Dinner 18 Oct

Combined SCC (Nigel

Jackson) 10

24 Oct

OU CC 20 guests 24 Oct

Jrat memorial “Do”. Priddy

Hall

15 Oct

Caving Film Show (Wells) 31 Oct

The Diau trip aftermath at the Camp-Site!    Photo;   Mak

Trois Betas Big Pitch - halfway.   Photo: Mak
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